
 
 

8 Week Holiday Challenge 

SPRINT WITH WEIGHTS  

Sprint workouts using weights: 

-Repeat weeks 1-4 again for weeks 5-8 
-When doing a sprint workout, do the sequence of moves two times 
-Be sure to include a warm up prior to starting your workouts 
-Use no heavier than 5-10 pound weights 
 

WEEK 1: 
Workout 1 
25 Plank Walk outs (no weights) 
30 Goblet squats 
45 second wall sit (no weights) 
25 Squat to lateral leg lift 
25 Woodchoppers  
25 Hammer curls 
 
Workout 2 
45 sec 1-legged plank (no weights) 
25 narrow to basic squat 
25 Plank to pike (no weights) 
30 shoulder to shoulder press 
30 seconds squat hold with weight overhead 
30 sec. Superman hold 
 

WEEK 2 
Workout 1 
30 second forearm plank (no weights) 
25 Squat Thrusters 
30 second bear crawl/ or hold (no weights) 
25 Renegade Rows 
30 second wall squat hold (no weights) 
25 Dumbbell deadlift 
 
Workout 2 
30 second plank (modify: elbows) (no weights) 
15 sets Forward & Back Lunges 
20 pushups (modify: knees down) (no weights) 
15 sets Forward & Back Lunges 
30 second Mountain climbers (modify: 1/2 tempo knee- drive) (no weights) 
20 Bent over rows 
 



 
 

WEEK 3 
Workout 1 
25 jumping jacks (no weights) 
25 traveling lateral squats 
30 second bear crawl/ or hold (no weights) 
25 alternating side lunges  
25 Russian twists (no weights) 
25 Bicep curls 
 
Workout 2 
30 sec. plank to shoulder tap (no weights) 
30 sumo squats 
30 Reverse crunch (no weights) 
30 shoulder press 
30 seconds squat jump (no weights) 
30 sec. plank to shoulder tap (no weights) 
 

WEEK 4 
Workout 1 
15 Superman lifts (no weights) 
15 curtsy lunges (right and left) 
15 Single- leg drops (on back, hands behind head) (no weights) 
15 Single leg deadlifts 
15 Bird dogs (right and left) (no weights) 
 
Workout 2 
15 reps Plank Up downs (no weights) 
15 Oblique Crunch (right then left) 
20 skaters (no weights) 
30 Squats 
25 side plank crunches (no weights) 
35 Diamond sit ups (modify basic sit up) (no weights) 
 
 
 


